Photographic Processing and Digital Imaging Services

Digital Workstation Services
If you can imagine it, we can image it: Prepare, Repair, Restore, Design....

At-A-Glance
Digital Workstation Services cover a wide range of procedures such as: file management, retouching, restoration, and graphic design ‐
things that fall outside the scope of most other services. Workstation Services are performed by our most highly skilled artists and
technicians resulting in professional, seamless and very often... stunning work.

Image Manipulation
Precision image editing

Retouching
Make little annoying things disappear

Restoration
Old & Damaged made new again

Simple Graphics
Personalize, customize & make unique

Graphic Design
FYI: Digital+Graphics = DigiGraphics

File Preparation
When files aren't quite right

File Management
Sorting. Organizing. Boring.

Switch a head, include‐substitute‐omit people, change a background or
location, body sculpting, change eye color, replace gray sky with blue
sky/clouds, panorama assembly, etc.

Blemishes, wrinkles, eye glass glare, braces, dust and specks, telephone
wires, contrails, flash reflections: If you can see it and don't like it, we
can remove ‐ it without a trace.

We are experts at copying and restoring old or damaged photographs:
Tears, stains, discoloration, fading, fire & water damage, mold, etc. If it
looks impossible… count us in.

Add text to an image, a personal signature, company logo, date or event
title. Add a keyline or drop shadow around an image, or combine a
couple of images onto a single print.

$89.00
Per Hour
$8.50
Minimum

When a design revolves around the use of photographic images, we
have the skill and creativity to produce exceptional pieces: Photo
business cards, trade show murals, photo books, etc.

Preparing a file for print or other use may involve: Converting Color
Space or Bit Depth, adjusting resolution, processing a RAW file,
converting one format to another such as PDF to TIFF, etc.

File management tasks such as renaming files, sorting, organizing, etc., is
outside the scope of our listed services. Ask for an estimate if you'd like
our staff to perform these tasks for you.
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